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•

EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT PILLAR
To extend educational development
programmes

•

SOCIO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
PILLAR
To promote and support socio
economic development

•

INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY
BUILDING PILLAR
To support strategic institutional
capability development for
sustainability

•

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY PILLAR
To ensure financial sustainability of
Kagiso Charitable Trust

MESSAGE FROM
THE HEAD OF
COMMUNICATIONS
AND MARKETING

T

his past quarter has been a very busy and exciting period for Kagiso Trust
with much positive progress being made in the implementation of our various
developmental models.
The Critical Thinking Forum was hosted in partnership the Mail & Guardian, focusing
on the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) and its impact on the country, economy and
society. This forum provided an opportunity for knowledge and expertise exchange
on 4IR and how it will practically impact ordinary South Africans and what needs to
be done to ready South Africans to embrace and benefit from it.
The Education Conversations Roundtable hosted in partnership with University of
Johannesburg and BRIDGE, convened a selection of thought leaders in education
to debate and discuss what the current challenges in the Education sector are,
with the aim of proposing and assisting government and other key stakeholders in
delivering inclusive quality education.

Local Government Support continued to have fruitful collaborative engagements
with the Makana Local Municipality with the objective of supporting the municipality
with Indigent Management, Local Economic Development and Community
Engagement.
Socioeconomic development, in partnership with Motseng Property group,
launched the PROPreneurX initiative targeted at emerging blacked owned SMEs
in the commercial property sector. The accelerator programme will help grow their
businesses and provide an opportunity to engage and collaborate with decision
makers in the property industry, including exposure and opportunities to access
market opportunities.
Congratulations to KST on being nominated as a finalist in the Education & Skills
Development category and Infrastructure category at the Vision 2030 awards.
As KT continues its journey of empowering and uplifting its beneficiaries in
overcoming poverty, it is important to keep abreast of developments in each of the
sectors and industries in which we operate. We continually update and refine our
programmes in a dynamic, ever-changing environment in order to remain current
and relevant.

it is always
important to keep
abreast with
developments
in each of the
sectors and
industries
in which we
operate that may
have direct or
indirect impact
on our model
development
and the
implementation
of our
programmes.

Statics South Africa (Stats SA) released a
report in November on inequality trends
in South Africa. The analysis looked at
inequality measurements for household
income, expenditure, assets, earnings,
employment, education, health, access to
basic services and social mobility.
The findings show a bleak picture of
poverty, inequality and unemployment
faced by many communities. The report
clearly shows that inequality amongst
Black South Africans remains an issue.
These inequality and unemployment
reports can be found on Stats SA’s website.

Mandisa Tselane.
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I

t will no longer be business as usual. Big Data, IoT (Internet
of Things) and AI (Artificial Intelligence) are just some of
the key drivers in 4IR and their impact will be felt across
all business and industry. The private sector is already
embracing 4IR with its promise of greater efficiencies and
growth opportunities. Government too is in the process of
onboarding 4IR technologies with the promise of improved
efficiencies and better service delivery. The question is,
are we as a nation, doing enough to prepare our citizens
to take advantage of and prosper from all the opportunities
attendant with 4IR? We need to ensure, as far as possible,
that as many South Africans as possible are prepared and
ready for what’s coming.
Dr Andile Mtotywa gives us his views on how to better
unlock opportunities for the 4IR.

1

1. How do you think government and industry
can begin to unlock opportunities for 4IR?

4IR is being driven by the integration of technology. If
we have a South Africa that is not digital savvy, is
dealing with unaffordably expensive data, has low
entrepreneurial intent and a sense of entitlement, we
are not going to be able to unlock and leverage the
opportunities offered by 4IR.
Government’s main focus should be on creating a
conducive environment that allows citizens to migrate and
transition into a digital economy where availability and
accessibility to technology are not a barrier to entry.

2

4IR

ARE WE
REALLY READY?

As South Africa transitions into the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) it is
becoming increasingly clear that fundamental changes are coming and that
substantial adjustments in the way we do business will need to be made.
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Do you think ordinary South Africans know
and truly understand 4IR?

4IR as a concept and its potential impact on the workplace
is poorly understood by the majority of South Africans. And
many of those that do have a reasonable grasp of what
4IR means are concerned about the potential negative
consequences in terms of losing jobs to robots and
machines. This is a real issue and one that every country
in the world is contending with. This is where the real work
in governance, policymaking and up-skilling is needed.
One cannot stop progress. We need to learn to do things
differently.

3

Do you think 4IR will be an enabler to bridge
the divide in relation to the challenges of
poverty, inequality and unemployment?

Yes. 4IR will not solve the challenges but it can be an
enabler that can begin to transform people’s lives if it’s
integrated into entrepreneurship. The advantage of 4IR

Dr Andile Mtotywa.

is that entrepreneurs would be able to operate their
businesses virtually and not necessarily in an office space,
and technology can do the interconnection. 4IR will also
enable innovation with regards to self-employment for
citizens to be economically active. 4IR can be used for
problem solving and improve productivity. If we take
farming for example, instead of having the framer herding
their own livestock, they will now be able to use a drone
to monitor the whereabouts of the livestock as they graze.
Solving poverty will come from improved employment and
solving inequality will come from economic participation.

4

Do you think we need to have more
discussions about 4IR beyond the technology?

I would like to use an analogy used by people that are in
the ICT sector. They will often talk about the black box or
agile. Agile looks at the getting the short or low hanging
fruit. South Africans are losing hope with tough economic
conditions, high unemployment rates and poor service
delivery. Therefore government and business need to
implement 4IR using the quick wins that can be turned
around quicker (low hanging fruit) as a means of show
and tell.
With anything that is new or being started the 20/70/10
rule applies. When you introduce a new concept, initially
20% will agree and support, while 70% will wait and see
and the remaining 10% will never be converted. Therefore,
the ICT agile analogy would be one of approaches to
stimulate discussions around the practicality of 4IR.
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From left Ayanda Magida, Research Manager at Wits Business School; Brynne Guthrie, Southern
Africa Google Policy Fellow; Buyani Zwane, Chief Executive of Breakthrough Development and
Chairperson of iSimangaliso Wetland Park Authority; Professor Daniel Mashoa, Executive Dean
of the Faculty of Engineering and Built Environment at the University of Johannesburg.

4IR

Mankodi Moitse,
CEO Kagiso Trust.

Dean Zwoitwaho Nevhutalu,
Trustee, Kagiso Trust.

AMONGST THE MANY RESEARCH FINDINGS
THREE CRITICAL AREAS STOOD OUT:

CRITICAL THINKING FORUM

1

Kagiso Trust (KT) in partnership with the Mail & Guardian (M&G) held a Critical Thinking
Forum at the Gordon Institute of Business Science, that framed conversations around the
Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) and its impact on the country, economy, and society.
At the forum, KT reviewed a significant body of research that investigated the selfassessment knowledge of South African citizens around 4IR.

W

hilst there has been research conducted and
commissioned by reputable research agencies and
academic institutions on 4IR, KT wanted answers to some
very specific questions and therefore commissioned research
to answer these. Namely:
• What people knew about this revolution?
• What could be done to benefit from this revolution?
• How does one create an economically active citizen
during this transition phase?

The findings from this research will
guide KT with their developmental
models and also inform how the Trust
will need to align its programmes and
interventions towards 4IR.

There is lack of knowledge around 4IR in SA, with only
25% of those surveyed showing an acceptable level of
understanding and insight. This also highlighted the
disparity between the haves and the have-nots, as those
without access to data or of a lower socioeconomic
standing were those who did not have access to
information, news and insights, specifically around 4IR.

2

How important it is that we improve our education
system so that not only can it be responsive, but also
that it undertakes education across both the long-and
short-term.

3

The fear that jobs will be stolen by machines and
people left out in the cold with no way of competing
with automation. This has led to significant shifts in
organisations and conversations, as many are resistant
to this change. But it is a change that cannot be stopped
and should be embraced to allow the country to grow
economically and thereby compete on a global stage.

• Changes and adaptations that are needed at policy level?
Continued on next page…
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SO WHERE ARE WE AS COUNTRY
IN THE TRANSITION PHASE?
EDUCATION
• The Department of Basic Education has developed the grade R-3 coding and robotic curriculum
and the development of the grade 4-7 curriculum is at an advanced stage.
• The purpose of education will need to be redefined with a stronger focus on Science, Tech,
Engineering, Mathematics (STEM) education and subjects.
• General Education Certificate (GEC) for grade nine pupils does not mean the end of their
education. A second exit point of schooling which means more learners will be exiting technical
education and therefore TVET colleges need to align with skills needed for the 4IR to produce
artisans that can be absorbed into the economy.
Attendees at the Education
Conversation.

The following key issues were raised and discussed at
the Critical Thinking Forum on 4IR facilitated by
Zamantungwa Khumalo, Head of Content for Supplements
and Commercial Projects at the M&G:
• The current financial crisis South Africa finds itself
in means there must be a growing emphasis on job
creation and the adaptation to the new phenomenon
that is the 4IR.

Zamantungwa Khumalo, Head of Content for
Supplements and Commercial Projects at the M&G.

CONNECTIVITY AND DATA COSTS

Data is the new currency
for the fourth industrial
revolution. This data must
reflect our social histories
and backgrounds.

• Digital technologies and what they mean for the nation
at large is a hot topic.

• Importance of “revolutionising the way we live and
work.
• The importance of quality education cannot be
emphasised enough. A connection between what
industry is looking for and what comes through the
various institutions does not always measure up.
• Technology and law go hand in hand. New
advancements and interpretations of laws require a new
way of accessing and handling personal information
and privacy laws.

10
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• The right to Internet access, also known as the right to broadband or freedom to connect was
declared by the United Nations (UN) in 2003 as a universal human right and a common desire
and commitment to build a people-centred, inclusive and development-oriented Information
Society, where everyone can create, access, utilize and share information and knowledge, thus
enabling individuals, communities and peoples to achieve their full potential in promoting their
sustainable development and improving their quality of life.
• This Universal right is key for the growth and development within the 4IR.
• In South Africa, policy progress is being made for competitive and affordable data costs through
the Department of Communications, where the Department has issued a policy directive to
the Independent Communications Regulator of South Africa (ICASA) for the spectrum licensing
process.

• During all three previous revolutions, Africa was left
behind.
• Encouraging innovation will be key as a better future
for all is re-imagined.

• Higher Education and Training will need to adapt a curriculum aligned to skills and training
required by sectors and industry to ensure that students are getting skilled and trained
appropriately for 4IR.

• Data is the new currency for the fourth industrial
revolution. This data must reflect our social histories
and backgrounds.

• Progress is also being made with digitalizing the school curriculum and the rollout of tablets and
internet connections in schools.

• As South Africa’s economy shifts towards a more
knowledge-based economy, skill sets are bound to shift
as well.

UNIONS AND ORGANISED LABOUR

The following were the contributing panellists at the forum:
Ayanda Magida, Research Manager at Wits Business
School; Brynne Guthrie, Southern Africa Google Policy
Fellow; Buyani Zwane, Chief Executive of Breakthrough
Development and Chairperson of iSimangaliso Wetland
Park Authority; and Professor Daniel Mashoa, Executive
Dean of the Faculty of Engineering and Built Environment
at the University of Johannesburg.

• Organised labour and business will need more robust discussions and resolutions on how the
4IR will impact current jobs and job losses and how workers need to be upskilled and reskilled
for competencies needed for 4IR.
• South Africa is already seeing disagreements between business and labour around job losses
as a result of 4IR technology. In the banking sector for example, almost 40 000 workers were
due to embark on a national strike to stop retrenchments. The banking sector has embraced
4IR and better collaboration is required to ensure minimal job losses, where jobs are retained
through retraining and redeployment.
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Kagiso Trust and Cotlands launched
exciting community initiative
that will improve the lives of children
in Zamdela, Sasolburg
Kagiso Trust (KT) and Cotlands launched an exciting community initiative,
Zamdela Jamboree, at the community’s multipurpose centre. The objective of the
event was to ensure the improvement of children’s lives in South Africa through
improved co-ordination and collaboration with various government departments.

A

n intersectoral committee was formed in October 2019
with the purpose of advocating for the importance of Early
Childhood Development (ECD).
The committee also provides an information-sharing platform for
ECD centres and strategically increases access to play-based
services in areas where children have no access to learning
opportunities. The committee consists of, but is not limited to
social workers, town planners, environmental health practitioners,
nurses, NGOs, local municipality, ECD training organisations,
corporates, ECD centres and primary schools etc. Through the
committee, we arranged for five government departments to
exhibit at the Zamdela Jamboree and promote their essential
services to heads of ECD centres and parents. These services
included helping ECD centres qualify for subsidies based on
complying with the minimum norms and standards and assisting
parents with registering birth certificates and child support grants
to improve their family’s standard of living.

12
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Through intersectoral collaboration amongst various
government departments and investors, the initiative will
improve the referral system to benefit the well-being of
mothers and children.
In a recent report titled, “South African Early Childhood
Review 2019”, South Africa had poor service delivery
standards for the following three key elements:
1) Nutritional support,
2) Support for primary caregivers, and
3) Stimulation for early learning.
ECD practitioners, parents, caregivers and children who
attended the Zamdela Community Jamboree were there
to learn more about the essential public services that are
available and how to make these services more accessible
to community members.

At the Jamboree event, KT and Cotlands addressed some
of these areas of concern for parents, caregivers and
heads of ECD schools. The day’s activities included:
• Nutritional support advice, informing ECD centres and
parents how to provide a balanced diet for children.
• Support for primary caregivers through promoting
our parenting workshops and the free online training
platform; Playsa.org. The aim was to get as many ECD
practitioners and parents signed up to the free course
to develop their knowledge and skills.
• Stimulation of early learning for children by setting up a
toy library with toy resources.
Together we can nurture, protect and develop our children
holistically and ensure we give them the best start in life.
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THE WORKSHOP

ALUMNI DINNER

The theme for the workshop was ‘what are the
future skills: Plan your future with purpose’. The
issue of how to make your career choice relevant
in the era of Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) was
also part of the workshop. KT Board of Trustees
Chairperson, the Rev Frank Chikane, was the
keynote speaker. He took the students through
a historical journey of South Africa, highlighting
the many opportunities the youth of today have
when compared to the youth in 1976 and the
importance of taking full advantage of these
opportunities to break the cycle of poverty.
Motivational speaker, Linda Ntuli, encouraged
the attendees to be curious and unafraid to
explore opportunities, whilst staying grounded in
reality and mindful of why they are doing what
they’re doing. The workshops also provided
opportunities for students to understand career
choices in the context of global developments in
the work place.

The EMSP Alumni Programme was launched
in 2018 and this year the event was meant to
encourage the EMSP Alumni to adopt the spirit
of ploughing back in whichever small way.
The event was attended by partners in the
education and engineering sectors, the keynote
speaker Sipho Mosai, CEO Randwater shared
his background and pushing beyond limiting
factors and not having an excuse. Cebelenkosi
thanked KT for the work it is doing as his career
in engineering has grown and he looks forward
to ploughing back and making a difference to the
next generation on the programme.

One of the workshop discussion highlights was
observing what students think are the top 10
future skills that can be applied in their current
choice of study.

The EMSP continues to strive to create a special
cadre of graduates and young professionals
who plough back, whether it is to their own
communities or assisting other students pursue
their tertiary studies and finding employment.
The Alumni platform also provides networking
and collaboration opportunities amongst the
beneficiaries and the sharing of stories to
motivate and encourage students to succeed.

ERIC MOLOBI
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMME
The goal of the Eric Molobi Scholarship Programme (EMSP) is to
create a viable, vibrant network of young leaders in the business
and engineering sectors by supporting students as they advance
their higher education and training. The students are carefully
selected from rural and disadvantaged schools affiliated to the
Beyers Naudé Schools Development Programme.

MC – Modjadji Seabi – PMO Head Kagiso
Trust; Luthando Nodada, EMSP Alumni;
Sipho Sipho Mosai – CEO Randwater.
EMSP Workshop – Frank Chikane (Rev)
addressing the students.

EMSP Students with Themba Mola – COO
of Kagiso Trust (far left) and Maria Mokae
– EMSP Coordinator (far right).
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Themba Mola – COO Kagiso Trust and
Sipho Mosai – CEO Randwater at the
EMSP Alumni Dinner.
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EDUCATION CONVERSATIONS
ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION
The Roundtable discussion hosted by Kagiso Trust in partnership with the
University of Johannesburg and BRIDGE, gathered key role players and
education experts from government, academia, teacher unions and the
private sector to discuss the state and progress of the education system.

he purpose of the discussion was to have a critical
review of the sector responses to inclusive education,
skills and competencies, Early Childhood Development,
Literacy, Mathematics learning outcomes as well as the
sectors response to the United Nations Sustainable Goals
and South Africa’s National Development Plan.

T

a large portion towards education initiatives. A recent
Trialogue report, which tracked trends of CSI in South
Africa over a decade, estimated total expenditure to be
worth R8.6 billion. Of this, it reported, that education
continues to receive the most support, with over 90% of
companies supporting the education sector in 2018/19.

Year-on-year Education, in particular basic education,
gets the largest portion of Treasury’s Budget. For
the 2019/2020 fiscus basic education was allocated
R24.5 billion, an increase of 3.4% from the 2018/19
allocation.

Education clearly is a compellingly shared interest in the
public and private sectors. With all this investment our
quality of education should be on an upward trajectory if
these investments and interventions were being focused
on fundamental areas that seek to improve teaching and
learning outcomes.

The Private sector through its Corporate Social Investment
(CSI) Funds, which is 3% net profit after Tax, contributes

DISCUSSION OUTCOMES
What are considered the main problem(s) in South
African education and what solutions will best
solve these?
• New teachers and their creativity are being curbed
by old management styles and leaders who
subscribe to old paradigms of control.

• Teachers’ remuneration must increase.

• Schools are discipline and checkbox focused.
• Teacher expertise must go hand-in-hand with
adaptive agency.

• There are too few schools that cater to special
needs.

• The world is changing and we must adapt to an
ever-evolving global context.

What should be the core focus of schooling in
South Africa?

• Poverty in South Africa and the socio-economic
divide (socio-economic status and channelling
resources towards learners in need).

• Attaining skills for survival in the context of 4IR
(creativity, adaptability, innovative thinking, etc.)

• Teachers teaching subjects they don’t specialise in.
• Annual curriculum overload: allow differentiation,
teachers must be creative and those who need
help must get help. Teaching needs to be less
prescriptive.
• Class sizes are a challenge.
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• Lack of adequate infrastructure and resources.

• Attention to policy – the education system is highly
regulated, but policy closes in on the creative
possibilities of the curriculum sometimes and isn’t
always in line with the material aspects of learner
progress.

• It’s difficult to create spaces that are safe and allow
for resilience.
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• Parental involvement – parents don’t feel like they
know enough so they don’t engage.

• Ensuring learners understand their purpose and
help them fall in love with education
• There needs to be greater focus on mental health,
for both teachers and learners,
• Teachers shouldn’t just be experts in their area of
training, they need to be adaptive. Teachers must
explore whatever the context demands of them.
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JANELI KOTZE
Assistant Director: Research Coordination, Monitoring & Evaluation,
Dept of Basic Education

If you want to see a change in the system at a large scale
you are not going to see dramatic changes, but you are
going to start slowly seeing the changes. We are also in the
process of developing a coaching course so that coaches can
be trained going forward so that the group of coaches
can go out and support schools.

JOHN SITHI
SADTU member and Principal at Princess School

There are many challenges that teachers are facing for
us to have government investing more in the education
system and the system continues to underperform. There is
an urgency to troubleshoot and reflect and find the core and
root cause of the problems and challenges. Almost all schools
are sitting with learners who have failed and are being moved
to the next grade and teachers are expected to perform
miracles.

KAT YASSIM
Lecturer at the University of Johannesburg

We need to create a radical revolution, that will take
South Africa out of its education crisis and into a digital
as well as a social innovative future, that will allow Africa
to rise.

PROF MARY METCALFE
Change & Management Director/Programme to Improve Learning
Outcomes

Even with things like school improvement plans, school
management teams cut and paste from school to school
which is not effective. We need to help the districts put into
place systems where principals and HOD’s consciously and
explicitly support teachers’ reflections. Resources matter and
poverty matters, Children of the wealthy perform better. We
need to get our schools functioning but the underlying main
goal of that functionality is to impact on what happens
in the classroom.

PEARL LANGA
Dalpark High School Johannesburg

We have learners who don’t have much and due to their
social economic status they don’t do well academically.
The solution is to channel resources to the most needy. A
lot of learners got to school for the sake of going to school
and we need to make learners understand why they come to
school and encourage them to love education. Only then, can
we get more outcomes from the learners. Knowing that the
Department of Basic Education has a lot of plans on the 4IR
I would like to see these conversations strike change in the
broader education field, invite more teachers and have them collaborate and share ideas on how
to become better teachers in this fast paced growing South Africa.

DR MAMIKI MABOYA
Curriculum Policy, Support & Monitoring Dept of Basic Education

VUYISWA NCONTSA
CEO – BRIDGE

We do not have enough teachers who have been well
trained to deal with learners with special needs. We also
need to invest in education as early as possible, if we do that
possibly we would have lesser of the issues that we have
at FET phase.
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DBE aims to provide quality ECD programmes, improve
literacy, numeracy, mathematics and science outcomes.
We have introduced the policy on screening identification,
assessment and support as well as moving into the direction to
establish The National Institute for Curriculum and Professional
Development. The Institute will aim to standardise programmes
offered to teachers. Our vision is to ensure that by 2030 we
should have a comprehensive ECD ecosystem that is built to
serve children, families and practitioners wherever they are.
We are also going to introduce additional curriculum
which will include coding and robotics.
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Makana Mayoral Advisory Committee
and KT Local Government Support.

Makana Mayoral Advisory Committee and
KT Local Government Support session.

PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP
IN MAKANA MUNICIPALITY
The municipality’s collaboration with KT’s Local Government Support
Programme will see the municipality receiving support with Indigent
Management, Local Economic Development and Community Engagement.

the Sarah Baartman (formerly Cacadu) district municipality
in the Eastern Cape province.

As part of Makana’s turnaround plan the local municipality
has identified the following as development priorities:

On-going engagements have been taking place. One
of the interventions underway is in assisting the local
municipality with an integrated communications plan to
enable better and effective community engagement.

DEVELOPMENT PRIORITY 1:

The partnership between the municipality and KT has
had a positive impact in the following key focus areas:
• Data cleansing – Which will aim to clean and update
data and the Financial Management System.

O

n its quest to ensure peoples’ empowerment
and freedom from poverty, Kagiso
Trust, through its Local Government Support
Programme, intends to make an impact on
communities by supporting initiatives that focus
on creating local jobs. This can only be achieved
through collaboration with local stakeholders,
established businesses, local government
and the broader community. The community
of Makana have municipal leaders who are
committed to turnaround the situation and
regain the community’s trust, as well as delivering
on their mandate of providing essential and
basic services.
Makana Local Municipality is approximately
halfway between East London and Port Elizabeth
and forms part of the nine local municipalities of

20
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• Deceased customers – Remove deceased customers
off the municipal debit book.

• Basic service delivery and infrastructure
• Provision of reliable water, sanitation and road
infrastructure that will address backlogs and cater
for future development;
• A safe and efficient energy supply infrastructure that
will enable a conducive environment for investment;
• A safe, healthy and secure environment;
• To provide economical and appropriate services for
the poor.

• Customer relationship management – Customer
queries and resolutions.

DEVELOPMENT PRIORITY 2:

• Cash and loss management – Cash flow monitoring.

• Community and social development

• Indigent management – Update and improve indigent
management register.
• Valuation roll – Property evaluation.

• Access to basic community facilities;
• A safe, healthy and secure living environment.

DEVELOPMENT PRIORITY 3:
• Local economic development and rural development

Group Discussion at Makana
Mayoral Advisory Committee.

• Maximise economic growth and development that
takes place in a conducive environment (promote
and support SMME development, agricultural
development, job creation initiatives).
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1. What motivated you to become an educator?

WORLD
TEACHERS’
DAY

5 October annually marks
World Teachers’ Day
and is co-convened in
partnership with UNICEF,
UNDP, the International
Labour Organisation and
Education International.

W

ith the adoption of the Sustainable Development
Goal 4 on education, and the dedicated target (SDG
4.c) of recognizing teachers as key to the achievement
of the Education 2030 agenda, Word Teachers Day has
become an occasion to mark progress and reflect on ways
to counter the remaining challenges for the promotion of
the teaching profession.
In 2019 World Teachers’ Day will celebrate teachers with
the theme, “Young Teachers: The future of the Profession.”
The day provides the occasion to celebrate the teaching
profession worldwide, to take stock of achievements,
and to address some of the issues central to attracting
and keeping the brightest minds and young talents in the
profession.
In South Africa, the month of October also marks National
Teachers Month and the South African Council for
Educators (SACE) has adopted the theme “Young Teachers:
The future of the Profession in a non-violent teaching and
learning environment.” The focus was on the importance
of school safety. Kagiso Trust salutes all teachers for their
hard work and dedication to the profession.

CURRENT OCCUPATION
• Lecturer in Technology,
Enhanced Learning (Teaching
pre-service teachers on how
to improve their pedagogical
practices through the use of ICTs)
• Department of Childhood
Education
• Faculty of Education
• University of Johannesburg
(Soweto Campus)
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At first, I did not want to become a teacher. When I got to
Grade 12, my uncle, who was a teacher said to me that
due to my socioeconomic conditions it was going to be
difficult for me to get into university. Due to the shortage
of students entering the profession there were more
teaching bursaries available. My first career choice was to
become a medical doctor and I did not like the conditions
that I saw in hospitals. My second choice was to study IT or
Computer Sciences. When I spoke to my neighbour who
was also a teacher, he said that I could merge teaching
and IT and I don’t regret the decision that I made.

Word Teachers Day has become the
occasion to mark progress and reflect
on ways to counter the remaining
challenges for the promotion of the
teaching profession.

In commemoration of Teachers Month, we spoke to
Linford Molaodi 27-year-old Teacher and Executive
Director of TeaSterl Projects. He is young teacher who
wants to transform the education system and bring
professionalism back into the education system.
Linford was a Physical Sciences teacher in the rural
villages of Limpopo in Sekhukhune district for Four and
half years. Owing to his passion, he has accomplished
many commendable milestones and accolades for such a
young person.

FOR COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

QUALIFICATIONS

• Executive Director of an
NGO, TeaSterl Projects

• B. Ed Honours (ICT in Education) from UJ

• Focuses on Intensive
Career Development for
learners based in rural
areas
• Also focuses on Teacher
Professional Development
in ICT and Shoe-string
teaching approach

• M.Ed (ICT in Education) from UJ

• B. Ed (FET Phase) from UJ

AWARDS
• 2019 Top 200 Mail and Guardian Young South
African (Education category)
• National Teaching Award (ICT- Enhanced
Teaching and Learning category) by
Department of Basic Education
• South African Man of the Year Award (Science
and Technology category) by Department of
Social Development ‘s Men ‘s forum

over weekends or school holidays. More often than not,
teachers are not consulted as to what we teach and how
we teach. Therefore, young teachers often lose moral, lose
their passion and end up teaching for the sake of financial
compensation.
Overcrowded classrooms and lack of parental support
and involvement is also a challenge. If teachers were to
be given autonomy in how they cope with these issues,
it would make it easier for them to overcome these
challenges with thinking and strategising.

4. What do you think needs to change to make our
education system more inclusive?
The implementation of the curriculum is an area that must be
given dedicated time for teacher agency, where teachers
are also able to contribute towards the formulation of the
curriculum and include the needs of the immediate society
in which they teach. Currently we are using a one size fits
all and if we are to advocate authenticity and ensure that
the curriculum is a true reflection of society, we need to
give teachers more agency and build on that ability.
We also need the development of a strategic body for
young teachers that will work on enhancing the resilience
of young teachers and this needs to be sustained
continuously throughout their years of teaching.

2. Where and what did you study to become an
educator?
I studied at the University of Johannesburg (UJ) with a
major in physical sciences. I’m currently a lecture at UJ for
the Education faculty focusing on ICT in education.

3. What are some of the challenges that educators
face?
The lack of freedom and autonomy to become creative
and innovative. When teachers leave University, we come
with a lot of enthusiasm, energy and expectations to make
a change. However, when we get into the education
system, we encounter structures that are obstacles to
bringing about changes that will improve teaching and
learner outcomes.
Another challenge is the lack of leadership within schools.
Too often decisions are taken without taking learners
needs into account and without vision. I believe that
whenever decisions are made at leadership level, learners
interests must be in the forefront. The problems created
by this form of leadership is often the reason that teachers
teachers end up leaving the profession at a young
age. The implementation of projects designed without
teachers’ consultation is another challenge. An example
would be abridgment programmes that are introduced

The requirements for school leadership posts (Principals/
HODs) need to be improved. It needs to be competency
and evidence based rather than it just be about the number
of years you have been in the teaching profession. Selfdevelopment and continuous learning should also be
compulsory for those within school leadership teams as
well as being able to provide evidence of the ability to
mentor.

5. What message do you have for other young
educators like yourself and those that want to enter
the profession?
The message I have for young people entering into the
profession is that the first step to becoming an influential
teacher is imagining that every learner is your responsibility.
By this I mean that in the same way parents go all out for
their children, we, as teachers, should do the same for
learners in our care.
The improvement and restoration of teachers’ professional
identity is important. Learn from others and never allow
yourself to get too complacent - you must improve your
qualifications, skills and abilities continually. With 4IR,
more needs to be done in running projects on teaching
learners the skills of the future and the utilisation of digital
skills, thus improving future prospects.
In Brief / December 2019
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KAGISO TRUST WELCOMES

THE VOICE FOR YOUTH
ONTO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

90% of Africa’s youth live in low and lower-middle income
countries and the biggest challenge they face is the lack
of formal jobs. In these countries, 10 to 15% of youth labour
force participants find wage employment, while 30-50%
are vulnerably employed. In contrast, upper middle-income
countries such as Algeria and South Africa have higher
wage employment and lower vulnerable employment, but
high overall unemployment rates, with almost one in every
five-youth unemployed.

According to the African Development
Bank Group, youth are Africa’s
greatest asset. Africa’s youth
population is rapidly growing
and expected to double to over
830 million by 2050.

I

f properly harnessed, this increase in the
working age population could support
increased productivity and stronger, more
inclusive economic growth across the continent.
But today, most of the youth in Africa do not
have stable economic opportunities. Of Africa’s
nearly 420 million youth aged 15-35, one-third
are unemployed and discouraged, another third
are vulnerably employed, and only one in six is
in wage employment. Youth face roughly double
the unemployment rate of adults, with significant
variation by country. The problem is not just
unemployment but underemployment, which
peaks at just over half of youth in the labour
force in low income countries.

It was therefore important for Kagiso Trust’s (KT) Board of
Trustees to take this into consideration from a governance
and oversight point view by having youth representation
and views. As the Chairperson of the Board of Trustees I
am delighted to welcome Tessa Dooms onto our Board of
Trustees who will bring a complementary perspective into
the board resolutions and decisions.

TESSA DOOMS
TRUSTEE – KAGISO TRUST
The Kagiso Trust (KT) Board of Trustees took into
consideration having a youth lense and voice that will
bring innovative thinking from a governance and oversight
point view by having youth representation on the board.
As the Chairperson of the Board of Trustees I am delighted
to welcome Tessa Dooms onto our Board of Trustees.
Tessa will bring a complementary perspective into the
board resolutions and decisions.
Tessa Dooms is the Director of Jasoro Consulting, a newly
established Development Consultancy that provides
organisations with services on policy, programming and
organisational strategies toward the development of Africa.
Jasoro provides policy analysis, programme development,
facilitation and training, and development communications

Frank Chikane (Rev): Chairperson of
the Board of Trustees – Kagiso Trust

Of Africa’s nearly 420 million
youth aged 15-35, one-third are
unemployed and discouraged,
another third are vulnerably
employed, and only one in six is
in wage employment.

services across sectors nationally and internationally.
Tessa has 15 years’ experience as a development worker,
trainer and researcher with expertise on governance,
youth development and innovation. In 2015 Tessa was
appointed to the National Planning Commission to advise
the President on the implementation of the National
Development Plan of South Africa. She has successfully
led; a policy think-tank called Youth Lab and has lectured
at three South African Universities. Tessa holds a Masters
in Sociology from the University of the Witwatersrand.
Continued on next page…
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WELCOME TESSA DOOMS TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
1. When were you appointed to the Kagiso Trust
Board of Trustees?
I was appointed onto the Board in June 2019.

2. What contribution are you looking forward
to making as part of the Kagiso Trust Board of
Trustees?
The contribution I am most excited about is bringing more
of a youth development focus. KT’s work has a lot to
do with improving young people’s lives in education or
social development, but does not necessarily take a youth
development approach, and how we are contributing to
young people transitioning into adulthood and what we
would like to accomplish by doing that. This will be one of
my focus areas.
Secondly, would be strengthening of programmes. KT has
a long history of delivering really well on its programmes,
however, there are new programmes that are coming
onstream and in particular those that are not education
focused, to which I’m hoping to contribute with innovative
thinking. The partnership building is also an area of interest
on how to better partner with communities. Making sure
that people aren’t just beneficiaries of the programme but
rather people on the ground with limited resources are
more bona fide partners of KT’s work.

3. What are your thoughts around Kagiso
Trust’s programmes and how they aim
to provide youth with opportunities to
break the cycle of poverty?
If I think about the main education
programme, what I have learnt about
KT in the short time that I have been
here, is the fundamental importance of
investing in people, investing in their
fields, competencies and abilities.
This will then improve their lives and
ultimately improve our country. And
I think that this is a very important
ethos. The bottom-up approach is
a good one, of investing in people
rather than trying to fix the problems on
their behalf. This a better approach to social
development, and that’s why I’m most proud to
be associated with KT.
26
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4. What is your role at the National Planning
Commission?
The Commission advises government and my role is to
advise on issues around youth development, not only as
a single strand of work, but across the different aspects of
the National Development Plan (NDP). Ranging from water
and sanitation, social development issues around safer
communities. Therefore, my role is to ensure that young
peoples’ views and perspectives are understood and that
there is a youth lens into the state of the NDP. When the
NDP was initially written there were no young people on
the commission at the time and the plan was not written in
a way that considered young people in a specific way and
my job is to correct that.

5. Youths aged between 15 and 24 years stand
at the crossroads of severe South African
unemployment rates. The country registered an
unemployment rate of 55.2% in the first quarter of
2019 and it worsened in the second half to 56.4%.
It is evident that South Africa is experiencing the
highest rates of youth unemployment ever and
it is likely to worsen if no proper measures are
adopted. How can this narrative be changed to
decrease unemployment and specifically youth
unemployment?
The critical thing to change when it comes to youth
unemployment is the demand side of the labour market.
We have put a lot of resources, time and money into trying
to educate, equip and ready young people for the world of
work which has not necessarily effectively converted into
work opportunities for young people.
There is something fundamentally wrong with the formal
employment structure with regards hiring youth. If we
consider the big corporates for example, they often
ask for years of work experience from a candidate in
order to be considered. There are also sociocultural
barriers in terms of language and many other
obstacles that make it very difficult for young
people to enter the world of work.
To resolve this, we need to start changing
what their options are, redress the inequities
in the formal sector and make sure that race,
class, geography don’t inhibit young people’s
success. More importantly, we need to open
up opportunities in entrepreneurship and
make sure that young people can take more
agency and own the labour market more. The
more they own it the less dependent they will be on others
for their own economic participation.

And finally, we need to think about the social sector. I think
that the one thing that South Africa has in abundance is
young people that are committed to their communities and
social development. Many of these young people will work
tirelessly in their communities and never get opportunities
and be rewarded for that work. Therefore, we need to do
more work in the social sector, the arts, tourism and find
young people that are already doing this work and look
at how this can be more valued and rewarded in South
Africa.

6. What are your thoughts on how South African
youth prosper and participate in the Fourth
Industrial Revolution?
For a start, our country needs to begin understanding
what the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) is. There are
not enough deep and detailed conversations around 4IR
beyond the development of technology. 4IR is about
value chains that are going to be changing, types of work
and work environments that are going to be changing
and finding ways to create new forms of productivity.
Unless we have a holistic conversation and not just a
conversation about apps, technology and coding we are
going to position ourselves incorrectly in 4IR.
One of the areas of big 4IR opportunities, which is not being
spoken about, is the humanities and social sciences and
the role that they will play in public policy. The regulation
of data for example, or the role that research will play,
the role ethics and morals will play in the rethinking of
our society. There are many opportunities within 4IR, but
we have myopically landed on tech as spectral without
thinking of the broad range of possibilities.
If 4IR is about technology and replacing what humans do,
then there’s also the aspect of what we don’t want tech
to do in order that we remain a society that finds value in
human engagement.

7. Do you think South Africa has the right policy
framework in place to create a conducive
environment for the Fourth Industrial Revolution?
No, and the reason for that is that our societal structures
remain highly unequal and the kinds of policies that we
have, have not been able to effectively redress inequality.
Without redress in the way in which economic activity is
currently happening, and the way 4IR is being applied, it
will remain exclusionary and deepen inequality. So, unless
all the policies we have redress inequality 4IR will not
solve it.
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Winners of the maths competition with MEC
of Education in Free State Tate Makgoe.

FREE STATE PROVINCIAL
MATHS COMPETITION

IS THE STATE OF MATHEMATICS
IN OUR SCHOOLS IMPROVING?

In October 2019, The Free State Department of Education (FSDoE)
in partnership with Eskom Development Foundation and Kagiso Trust
ran the provincial high school Maths festival competition.

In March 2019 DBE delivered a progress report on the education sector,
but most importantly on the outcome of improved quality basic education.

O

ver 300 learners participated, ranging from
Grades 8 to 11 across the province.

I

n 2017 the Department of Basic Education (DBE) reiterated that mathematics remains
compulsory from Grade 1 to 9 in the South African schooling system. From Grade 10, learners
have an option of choosing one of the following three forms of mathematics, (a) Mathematics
(as we know it) (b) Mathematical literacy (for learners who do not intend pursuing post schooling
careers that will require mathematics as part of the admission requirements) and (c) Technical
Mathematics (for learners who intend pursuing technology related careers).
The TIMSS (Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study) assessment (Grade 9
mathematics and science) reported that, South Africa has seen the best improvement amongst
other countries in surveys between 2002, 2011 and 2015. A SEACMEQ report stated that a large
improvement at the Grade 6 level was noted between 2007 and 2013 in both mathematics and
reading. Although steady improvements have been observed, more still needs to be done to
improve the uptake of mathematics between Grade 10 and 12.
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Learners performing at 50% and above in
mathematics were selected to participate in
the competition which is in its third year. The
competition started with individual schools and
then expanded through to cluster and district
levels before reaching the provincial finals. The
top performers were selected in each round
with eliminations occurring as the competition
progressed.
At the cluster level, the number of participants
were whittled down to 3 500 learners from
71 240. The learners were then cut down to 1 250
for the third round (district level) and only 300
made it to the fourth and final provincial round
which was held over the two days in October.
In Brief / December 2019
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Dr. Tate Makgoe,
congratulated and
encouraged the learners
to dream big and work
hard as they will one day
reap the rewards.

The winners in each Grade received a
range of prizes which included Maths
kits for their schools, smartphones,
tablets, vouchers, power banks and cash
vouchers. The winners for the finals were
Caitlin Rossouw (Grade 8) from Eunice
Girls High School, Lize Ferreira (Grade
9) from Eunice Girls High School, Wian
Botma (Grade 10) from Hoer Landbouskool
Jacobsdal (Landboudal) and Amkitha Diko
(Grade 11) from Springfontein High School.
The overall winner of the competition,
Wian Botma from Hoer Landbouskool
Jacobsdal (Landboudal) in Xhariep District,
took home a smartphone, laptop, printer, a
power bank, an Oxford Maths Dictionary,
a R2000 shopping voucher, Maths kit for
his school, a gold medal, a certificate, and
a floating trophy. Wian was the overall
winner of the 2018 finals when he was
in Grade 9. One of the highlights of the
competition was the consistency in the
performance by learners over the duration
of the competition.

SOCIAL RETURN ON

INVESTMENT
Social Return on Investment (SROI) is a principles-based
method for measuring extra-financial value. It is be used
to evaluate impact on stakeholders, identify ways to
improve performance, and enhance the performance of
investments.

K

agiso Trust (KT) commissioned a SROI study. The
purpose of this study was not to evaluate the
programme design but to assess the potential impact,
as KT begins to implement the Beyers Naudé Schools
Development Programme (BNSDP) in the Riba Cross
Education District in the Greater Sekhukhune District of
Limpopo Province.
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• Provide an in-depth analysis of the impact the
programme with regards to key stakeholders, based
on the findings and results from stakeholder interviews,
surveys and secondary research;
• A forecast of the social value that the programme will
derive for key stakeholders based on the envisioned
outcomes of the programme; and
• The ROI the programme will yield compared to the
capital invested.
From this SROI analysis we can conclude the following:

For the detailed report you can visit
https://www.kagiso.co.za/hub/research-report/

INVESTMENT

Overall winners from each grade (quantile
1-3 and quantile 4-5) will also be taken to
Cape Town as part of their final prize. They
will be hosted by Eskom at the Koeberg
Power Station and also visit Robben Island.
The MEC for Education in the Free State,
Dr. Tate Makgoe, congratulated and
encouraged the learners to dream big
and work hard as they will one day reap
the rewards. He was immensely proud
of the achievements of each and every
participant in this competition.

THE OBJECTIVES OF THE FORECASTED SROI
STUDY ARE TO:

SRDI

PV OF SOCIAL
VALUE CREATED
VALUE OF TOTAL
INVESTMENTS

An investment of R 400 000 000 could potentially create
R2 613 936 038 of present value, resulting in an indicative
SROI ratio of 6.53:1. That is, for every R1 invested in the
BNSDP, R6.53 is returned in social value.

RETURN

R2 613 936 038
R400 000 000

R6.53

For every R1 invested in the BNSDP, R6.53 is returned in social value.
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(From left) Lebo Mosiane, Advocate Terry Motau, Dr Lulu Gwagwa,
Mr. Sipho Pityana, Busisiwe Mavuso, and Reverend Frank Chikane

SA’S BUSINESS LEADERS
ADDRESS MORALITY AND ETHICS
FOR PUBLIC INTEREST

W

hat does it mean for business to serve public
interest? President of Business Unity South Africa
(BUSA) Sipho Pityana, posed this question at the launch of
the Yunus Mahomed Public Interest Award on 8 October
2019. Carried out in partnership with selected universities,
the award recognises published articles in law, business
and ethics. The late Yunus Mahomed was an anti-apartheid
activist, lawyer and businessman whose approach to law
and business honoured public interest.
Lebo Mosiane, Kagiso Capital Investment Manager,
facilitated a panel discussion entitled Law, Business,
Government: Morality and Ethics in Public Interest. The
panel consisted of Sipho Pityana, Advocate Terry Motau,
Dr Lulu Gwagwa, Busisiwe Mavuso, and Reverend Frank
Chikane.
“Morality and ethics are not limited to religion,” stated
Kagiso Trust Chairperson, Reverend Frank Chikane. He
further mentioned there’s a reason ethics are included in
the King report; business cannot be done with people that
cannot be trusted and relied upon. “Failure to be ethical in
business, destroys business” he concluded.

CEO of Lereko Investments, Dr Lulu Gwagwa, insisted
business needs to see itself as part of society. “It can’t
be business and society; where we come in and go out
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when and as it suits us. We must be business in society”,
she said.
Drawing on the Reserve Bank report (the investigation
report into fraud at VBS Mutual Bank), Advocate Motau
urged South African business to learn from the VBS case.
In addition, he called for law enforcement institutions to
be reinvigorated. “People know that nothing happens to
perpetrators. Responsible institutions don’t do anything.
As we rebuild our country,” said Motau, “We must
understand that this is a holistic problem of an orchestrated
plan. To undo it, we need to realize this is a collective
responsibility.”
Business Leadership SA (BLSA) CEO Busisiwe Mavuso,
stated that business should have a role in social cohesion.
Referring to the march of Alexandra residents to Sandton,
calling for an end to the rampant crime in the area and
wanting the government to take action against youth
unemployment and widespread substance abuse, Mavuso
reflected on a discussion she had with CEOs at BLSA. “I
said, if this doesn’t make us stop, pause and reflect as
business, I don’t know what will…”
“This fight is being brought to our doorsteps. It says what
is your role going to be as business. Are we going to
continue with this unemployment of about 30%?”

The pursuit of justice in the time of
democracy remained key to the article
that Yunus Mahomed Public Interest
awardee Nigel Patel, had produced. Titled
Violent Cisterns: Trans experiences of
bathroom space, the University of Cape
Town student’s paper drew attention to
the injustices of having gender restricting
bathroom spaces and the ideologies
which manifest in verbal, visual and
physical violence against the victims,
most of whom are women, homosexual,
transgender and those not confined to the
traditional gender stereotypes. Reverend
Chikane together with Yunus Mahomed’s
life partner Judge Dhaya Pillay, handed
over the award and R10 000 cheque.

This fight is being brought to our
doorsteps. It asks: “What is your
role going to be as business? Are
we going to continue with this
unemployment of about 30%?”

Yunus Mahomed Public Interest Award
2019 National Winner: Nigel Patel
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“KST is honoured to be recognised by sector peers
on the work that we do to improve the quality and
access to education in the Free State Province.
We don’t see our work as competitive but more
collaborative and would like to also congratulate
the category winners Bigen Africa Services for the
Infrastructure award and Deloitte Consulting for the
Education & Skills Development Award on the work
that they are doing to improve our country’s national
agenda as outlined in the NDP,” said Themba Mola
KST CEO.
KST was birthed out of a collaboration between
the Kagiso Trust and the Cyril Ramaphosa
Foundation which took place six years ago. With
both organisations making enormous strides in their
respective fields in education development, the idea
was to draw on the learnings and best practice of
each and to create a powerhouse (KST) with the
experience and methodologies to effect real change
in the field of education.

CONGRATULATIONS TO KST FOR
MAKING IT AS A FINALIST AT THE

VISION 2030 AWARDS
The annual Vision 2030 Awards were held in November 2019
at Emperors Palace in Johannesburg.

K

ST was a finalist in the Education & Skills Development category
and Infrastructure category, at the annual Vision 2030 Awards held
in November 2019 at Emperors Palace in Johannesburg. The awards
honour the achievements and share the success stories of organisations,
enterprises and individuals that are actively demonstrating alignment to the
government’s Nine-Point Plan to boost economic growth and achieve the
milestones set by the National Development Plan (NDP). KST was a finalist
for its model alignment to the NDP’s Chapter 9 on basic education.
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This led to the development of the District Whole
School Development (DWSD) programme, an
initiative which targets schools in the Fezile Dabi and
Motheo districts of the Free State province and aims
to equip learners and teachers alike with the skills to
experience the power of education at its fullest, so
that they can develop to their utmost potential. The
goal is to make a sustainable impact on academic
performance and social wellbeing.
“Being nominated a finalist is not only for KST but
also in recognition of our like-minded partners the
Free State Department Education and the FirstRand
Empowerment Foundation who share our vision
of seeing an effective and functional schools with
creative spaces for children to experience the joy
of learning and fulfil their educational potential,”
concluded Mola.

KST’S DISTRICT WHOLE SCHOOL
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME – AS OF
2013 TO OCTOBER 2019 – HAS MADE
THE FOLLOWING IMPACT IN THE
FEZILE DABI AND MOTHEO DISTRICTS
IN THE FREE STATE PROVINCE:

264

Project schools

277

Schools attended the
Empowerment and
Transformation workshops

413 739

Learners indirectly impacted
by the Empowerment and
Transformation workshops

163 009

Learners underwent
vision screening

6301

Spectacles donated

636

Leaners referred for further
medical vision attention

334

New school facilities built

290

School facilities renovated

2164
315

Temporary jobs created

SMMEs supported
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necessary support, resources, and
training to build successful property
enterprises.
“Through PROPrenuerX we hope to
develop entrepreneurs to become
self-sustainable and profitable. The
empowerment and development
of business owners increases the
employment opportunities for jobseekers, and with a trillion-Rand
industry to get into, prospects across
the commercial property sector are
promising.”

THE LAUNCH OF

PROPreneurX
Kagiso Trust, and Motseng Investment Holdings launched The Property Entrepreneur Accelerator
on Tuesday 27 November 2019. PROPrenuerX is a new development and entrepreneurship
programme that’s focused on commercial property entrepreneurs.

names of the first cohorts of our series
for the year 2020.”

The SMEs shortlisting
amongst others:

The formal dinner launch of the
PROPreneurX:
The
Property
Entrepreneur Accelerator Programme
2020 was held in November to
celebrate the commencement of
the programme and the group of
entrepreneurs for this first round of the
programme.

• SMEs servicing the property sector
throughout the value chain;

At the launch, Kagiso Trust’s CEO
Mankodi Moitse, “We’re incredibly
proud to introduce PROPreneurX
into the market. Both founding
and implementation partners see
the programme as a key initiative
in our ongoing commitment to
develop, empower, and capacitate
small businesses and dynamic
entrepreneurs. It is also an important
time for the initiative as we’ll be
launching the programme with the

criteria,

• Woman-owned SMEs;
• In operation for more than a year;
• Can show track-record of doing
business.

Nomvula Masole – Kagiso Trust; Mohlolo Selala
– Kagiso Trust; Boichoko Ditlhake – Kagiso Trust.

T

he market size of the property sector in South Africa is
valued at R5.8-trillion (2015/16). Residential property
contributes R3.9-trillion, Commercial property represents
R1.3-trillion, while public properties and zoned land were
valued at R237-billion and R520 billion respectively.
Source: 2015/2016 State of Transformation Report for the
South African Property Sector.
The overall market size of commercial property in
relation to the GDP of SA, its impact on property and the
value chain of property, is vast and necessitates active
transformation to redress the state of the sector and
improve areas of preferential procurement.
Kagiso Trust, and Motseng Investment Holdings Launched
The Property Entrepreneur Accelerator. PROPrenuerX is
a new development and entrepreneurship programme
that’s focused on commercial property entrepreneurs.
The founding partners have joined with the Youth
Innovation Entrepreneurship Design Institute (YIEDI) and
the South African Supplier Diversity Council (SASDC) as
implementing partners to identify existing commercial
property entrepreneurs and provide them with the
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Frank Chikane (Rev): Chairperson of
the Board of Trustees – Kagiso Trust.

Top 13 of the PROPreneurX, Kagiso Trust,
Motseng, YIEDI and associates.
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DIPUO PHAKATHI
Cell Number: +27 78 287 4466

THE TOP 13 FINALISTS
FOR THE SIX-MONTH
PROGRAMME ARE:

Email: dipuo@denic-cabinets.co.za
Website: www.denic-cabinets.co.za

MPHO NANGU

SPHUMI MABENA

At Denic Cabinets we design,
manufacture and install custom
made cabinetry.

Cell Number: +27 71 189 3078

Cell Number: +27 73 491 1239

Email: Mpho@nangu.co.za

Email: phumim28@yahoo.com

Website:

Website: phumim28@yahoo.com

www.nangufacilitiesmanagement.

Our sole objective is rendering
differentiated construction, repairs
& maintenance services and to be
a supplier of choice. Our services
include but not limited to civil,
building and construction.

co.za

NTOKOZO COKA
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Cell Number: +27 71 540 0580

MALESELA PETER
KUMBUYO

Email: n.coka@kondwani.co.za

Cell Number: +27 83 418 6133

Website: www.kondwani.co.za

Email: lpair@telkomsa.net

Kondwani Group currently provides
bespoke fencing and façades
solutions.

Website: www.lpair.co.za
We are 100% black owned
township-based company, offering
services as contractors of the HVAC
system.

SIFISO MADONSELA

EZEKIEL LERATA

Cell Number: +27 61 497 5980

Cell Number: +27 73 081 7038

Email: Info@bito.co.za

Email: ezyletuka@gmail.com

Website: www.bito.co.za

Website: n/a

Bitophuti is a leader in building
maintenance and construction
services, with uncompromising
commitment to Safety, Health,
Environment and Quality (SHEQ).

Ezy Technical Services is an
upcoming company. We specialise
on HVAC (installation, maintenance,
repairs, sales etc).

ANDRICA LEKGANYANE

TEBOGO SHIRINDA

Cell Number: +27 73 487 5188

Cell Number: +27 84 517 4697

Email: andrica@areagroup.co.za

Email: tebogo@shirinda.co.za

Website: www.areagroup.co.za

Website: www.shirinda.co.za

AreaGroup offers comprehensive
services to cater for a wider
client base within the property
management, leasing, advisory and
lease audit space.

We are building maintenance
specialists.
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We take care of our customers’
buildings to maintain and keep a
warm, welcome, friendly environment
so that they can focus on their core
business and become proactive and
profitable.

MOKGADI LETSOALO

BONOLO GUEYE

Cell Number: +27 61 865 4932

Cell Number: +27 82 578 0357

Email: mokgadi@buildfix.co.za

Email: Bonolo@maikae.co.za

Website: www.buildfix.co.za

Website: www.maikae.co.za

Libloy Trading (PTY) Ltd has quickly
grown to become one of the leading
full-service property restoration
companies. We are a 100% Black
Women Owned Organisation
that prides itself in delivering
professional service on time and
within budget.

Maikae is a wholly Black female
owned real estate firm. We focus on
multiple disciplines of commercial
real estate such as sourcing
properties for clients, leasing and
sales, and advisory on development
and asset management. Our
entrepreneurial approach is driven
by flexibility, innovation and our
ability to tailor solutions suitable for
each client.

PASEKA LESOLANG
Cell Number: +27 76 772 4596

SIMANGALISO
XEKETHWANE

Email: plaioemail@gmail.com

Cell Number: +27 81 897 6329

Website: n/a

Email: Smanga@wekreate.co.za

WHC is a multinational awardwinning water management
solutions company. WHC’s flagship
innovation is the WHC Leak-Less
Valve. The WHC Leak-Less Valve is
patented in over 40 countries.

Website: www.wekreate.co.za
WeKreate is an architectural and
interior design firm that defies
convention while incorporating
sustainable development principles
and bold sociological concepts.
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OUR FOOTPRINT

Limpopo
KT Leverage Fund:
•

Gauteng

KST:
•

Kagiso Enterprises Rural Private Equity Fund
(KERPEF):
•

•

South African Council of Churches

Kagiso Trust Consulting:
•

University of Limpopo Research
partnership

Kagiso Trust Consulting:

University of Johannesburg

KT Leverage Fund:
•

Anglo American Schools Project

PMO:

Killer Grill & Fish & Chips, Sandwich Baron

Education Conversations:
•

NASGB

CoGTA

•

Molemole Municipality

•

Musina Municipality

•

Makhaduthamaga Municipality

•

Collins Chabane Municipality

PMO:
•

Department of Telecommunications

Mpumalanga
North West

KERPEF:
•

KERPEF:
•

Thembeka Sales
and Logistics

Matrix Computers

KST:
•

Anglo American Schools
Project

Northern Cape
KST:
•

Anglo American

KwaZulu-Natal

Schools Project

KERPEF:

Free State
KERPEF:
•

166 schools in Thabo Mofantsanyaya

322 schools in Motheo & Fezile Dabi

61 Students (including 2018 intake of 15 students)

UFS Research partnership

KAGISO TRUST
27 Scott Street, Waverley,
Johannesburg, 2090
South Africa

KT Leverage Fund:

www.kagiso.co.za
info@kagiso.co.za
+27 11 566 1900

SAWID

PMO:
•

PM0:
•

AC DC Electrical Supplies

University of Zululand

Western Cape

•

EMSP:
•

•

•

KST:
•

Sparkling Auto

Beyers Naude Memorial
Lecture:

OBC Chickens

BNSDP:
•

•

Stellenbosch and Western Cape
Universities Research partnerships

Eastern Cape
KTC:
•

CoGTA

